Abstract. Recent evaluation results from Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR) indicate that current information retrieval methods are effective to retrieve relevant documents for geographic queries, but they have severe difficulties to generate a pertinent ranking of them. Motivated by these results in this paper we present a novel re-ranking method, which employs information obtained through a relevance feedback process to perform a ranking refinement. Performed experiments show that the proposed method allows to improve the generated ranking from a traditional IR machine, as well as results from traditional re-ranking strategies as query expansion via relevance feedback.
Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) deals with the representation, storage, organization, and access to information items 1 [1] . Given some query, formulated in natural language by some user, the IR system is suppose to retrieve and sort according to its relevance degree documents satisfying user's information needs [2] .
The word relevant means that retrieved documents should be semantically related to the user information need. Hence, one central problem of IR is determining which documents are, and which are not relevant. In practice this problem is usually regarded as a ranking problem, whose goal is to define an ordered list of documents such that documents similar to the query occur at the very first positions.
Over the past years, IR models, such as: Boolean, Vectorial, Probabilistic and Language models have represented a document as a set of representative keywords (i.e., index terms) and defined a ranking function (or retrieval function) to associate a relevance degree for each document with its respective query [1, 2] . In general, these models have shown to be quite effective over several tasks in different evaluation forums as can be seen in [3, 4] . However, the ability of this models to effectively rank relevant documents is still limited by the ability of the user to compose an appropriate query.
In relation to this fact, IR models tend to fail when desired results have implicit information requirements that are not specified in the keywords. Such is the case of Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR), which is a specialized IR branch, where search of documents is based not only in conceptual keywords, but also on spatial information (e.g., geographical references) [5] . For example, for the query: "Cities near active volcanoes", expected documents should mention explicit city and volcanoes names. Therefore, GIR systems have to interpret implicit information contained in documents and queries to provide an appropriate response to geographical queries.
Recent development on GIR systems [6] evidence that: i) traditional IR systems are able to retrieve the majority of the relevant documents for most queries, but that, ii) they have severe difficulties to generate a pertinent ranking of them. To tackle this problem, recent works have explored the use of traditional re-ranking approaches based on query expansion via either relevance feedback [7] [8] [9] [10] , or employing knowledge databases [11, 12] . Although these strategies are very effective improving precision values, is known that query expansion strategies are very sensible to the quality of the added elements, and some times may result in degradation of the retrieval performance.
In this paper we propose a novel re-ranking strategy for a given set of retrieved documents in the context of Geographic Information Retrieval. Since retrieving relevant documents to geographic queries is not a problem for traditional IR systems, we focus on improving the order assigned to a set of retrieved documents by employing information obtained through a relevance feedback process, i.e., ranking refinement via relevance feedback. Furthermore, given that geographic queries tend to show a lot of implicit information, we propose the use of complete documents instead of isolated terms in the ranking refinement process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 shows the proposed method. Section 4 describes the experimental platform used to evaluate our ranking strategy. Section 5 presents the experimental results. Finally, section 6 depicts our conclusions and future work.
GIR Related Work
Formally, a geographic query (geo-query) is defined by a tuple <what, relation, where> [5] . The what part represents generic terms (non-geographical terms) employed by the user to specify its information need, it is also known as the thematic part. The where term is used to specify the geographical areas of interest. Finally, the relation term specifies the "spatial relation", which connects what and where.
GIR has been evaluated at the CLEF forum [3] since year 2005, under the name of the GeoCLEF task [6] . Their results evidence that traditional IR methods are able to retrieve the majority of the relevant documents for most geoqueries, but, they have severe difficulties to generate a pertinent ranking of them. Due to this situation, recent GIR methods have focused on the ranking subtask.
Common employed strategies are: i) query expansion through some feedback strategy, ii) re-ranking retrieved elements through some adapted similarity measure, and iii) re-ranking through some information fusion technique. These strategies have been implemented following two main approaches: first, techniques that had paid attention on constructing and including robust geographical resources in the process of retrieving and/or ranking documents. And second, techniques that ensure that geo-queries can be treated and answered employing very little geographical knowledge.
As an example of those on the first category, some works employ geographical resources in the query expansion process [11, 12] . Here, they first recognize and disambiguate all geographical entities in the given geo-query by employing a GeoNER 2 system. Afterwards, they employ a geographical ontology to search for these geo-terms, and retrieve some other related geo-terms. Then, retrieved geo-terms are given as feedback elements to the GIR machine. Some others approaches that focus on the ranking refinement problem, propose algorithms that consider the existence of Geo-tags 3 , therefore, the ranking function measures levels of topological space proximity among the geo-tags of retrieved documents and geo-queries [14] . In order to achieve this, geographical resources (e.g., geographical databases) are needed.
In contrast, approaches that do not depend on any robust geographical resource have proposed and applied variations of the query expansion process via relevance feedback, where no special consideration for geographic elements is made [7] [8] [9] [10] , and they have achieved good performance results. There are also works focusing on the ranking refinement problem; they consider the existence of several lists of retrieved documents (from one or many IR machines). Therefore, the ranking problem is seen as a information fusion problem, without any special processing for geo-terms contained in the retrieved documents. Some simple strategies only apply logical operators to the lists (e.g., AND) in order to generate one final re-ranked list [9] , while some other works apply techniques based on information redundancy (e.g., CombMNZ or Round-Robin) [15] [16] [17] .
Recent evaluation results indicate that there is not a notable advantage of knowledge-based strategies over methods that do not depend on any geographic resource. Motivated by these results, our proposed method do not make any special consideration for geographical terms. Our main hypothesis is that by employing information obtained through traditional relevance feedback strategies, is possible to perform an accurate ranking refinement process avoiding the drawbacks of query expansion techniques.
In addition, based on the fact that geo-queries often contain implicit information, we performed a set of experiments considering full documents (called example documents) in the process of re-ranking, showing that it is possible to become explicit some of the implicit information contained in the original geo-queries.
Proposed Method
The proposed method consists of two main stages: the retrieval stage and the re-ranking stage. The goal of the first is to retrieve as many as possible relevant documents for a given query, whereas, the function of the second is to improve the final ranking of the retrieved documents by applying ranking refinement via relevance feedback. Figure 1 shows a general overview of the proposed method. We employed the tf-idf (term-frequency inverse-document-frequency) weighting scheme for each entry M T D i,j , computed as follows:
where tf ij is the number of occurrences of term j inside document d i , |D| is the total number of documents in the collection and df j is the number of documents containing the term j.
When a query arrives to the VSM, it is transformed to the same representation (i.e., a vector). Once both query and documents are in the same representation it is possible to compare the query against all the documents in the collection. For this, we employed the cosine measure, which is computed as follows:
where sim(q, d i ) represents the degree of similarity between the query (q) and the document d i . w q is the query vector while d i is the document vector. The cosine formula measures the angle between two vectors in a space of dimension |V | considering a normalization process to avoid that the vector's magnitude affects the retrieval process. Finally, the VSM method sort retrieved documents considering as its ranking score the result obtained with the cosine formula.
Re-ranking. Once a set of documents had been retrieved, we collect relevance judgments for the n top documents. Provided judgments could be either user provided (manually) or automatically obtained (blindly). Afterwards, the k most representative terms are extracted and along with the original geo-query are transformed to the VSM representation. Our ranking refinement process considers the previous constructed vector to re-rank retrieved documents by employing the cosine formula (see formula 2), and hence, generate a final list of re-ranked documents. Notice that given this configuration, we preserve in every case the original recall levels obtained by the IR machine since we do not perform any further retrieval process.
At this point is where we also propose using complete documents (i.e., example documents) instead of k isolated terms in order to become explicit all implicit information contained in geo-queries. As will be seen in the experiments section, the n top documents along with the original geo-query are transformed to the VSM representation. Finally, retrieved documents are re-ranked according to its similarity degree against the example documents vector.
It is worth mentioning that we do not consider information contained in nonrelevant documents for the relevance feedback process given that for geographical queries happens that: i) usually there are few relevant documents for geo-queries, i.e., there are many non-relevant documents in the retrieved set, and ii) nonrelevant documents are not homogeneous. These reasons avoid the possibility of correctly represent non-relevant information.
Experimental Setup

Datasets
For our experiments we employed the GeoCLEF document collection composed from news articles from years 1994 and 1995. Articles cover as national as international events and, as a consequence, documents contain several geographic references. Table 1 shows some statistics about the collection. 
Topics
We worked with the GeoCLEF 2008 queries. Table 2 shows the structure of each topic. The main query or title is between labels <EN-title> and </ENtitle>. Also a brief description (<EN-desc>, </EN-desc>) and a narrative (<EN-narr>, </EN-narr>) are given. These last two fields usually contain more information about the requirements of the original query. 
Evaluation
The evaluation of results was carried out using two measures that have demonstrated their pertinence to compare IR systems, namely, the Mean Average Precision (MAP ) and the R-prec. The MAP is defined as the norm of the average precisions (AveP ) obtained for each query [1] . The AveP for a given query q is calculated as follows:
where P (r) is the precision of the system at the r considered documents; rel(r) is a binary function that indicates if document r is relevant to the query, or not; Ret docs is the number of retrieved documents, while Rel docs is the number of relevant documents for the given query. Intuitively, this measure indicates how well the system puts into the firsts position relevant documents. It is worth pointing out that since our IR machine was configured to retrieve 1000 documents for each query, AveP values are measured at 1000 documents.
On the other hand, R-prec is defined as the precision reached after R documents have been retrieved, where R indicates the number of relevant documents for query q that exist in the entire document collection.
Experiments definition
In order to achieve our goals, two experiments were performed. First, the Experiment 1 has as main goal to compare the proposed ranking refinement strategy against to the traditional re-ranking technique query expansion via relevance feedback. For this experiment, different number of documents (n) as well different number of terms (k) were considered. Additionally, we are also interested on evaluating the impact of both re-ranking strategies when selected documents are provided either by an active user (manually selected) or via an automatic selection process (blindly selected).
In the other hand, Experiment 2 has as main goal to evaluate the impact of considering full documents, which we call example documents, for both re-ranking strategies (ranking refinement and query expansion). Same as before, we are also interested on evaluate the performance obtained when example documents are manually or blindly selected.
Results
Experimental results are reported in Tables 3-8 For all our experiments, we consider as baseline the ranking generated by the IR machine, i.e., the rank assigned to documents employing the VSM method. Tables 3 and 4 show results obtained when documents are blindly selected, i.e., there are no user intervention. Table 3 shows results obtained after applying a query expansion process via relevance feedback (QEviaRF). As we can observe, the R-prec value obtained by the baseline method is never improved. This means that in any configuration the query expansion process was able to put more relevant documents among the first R retrieved documents (see section 4.3).
Experiment 1
On the contrary, notice that when 2 documents are considered for the relevance feedback process the MAP values are better that the baseline, which means that the QEviaRF was able to shift some relevant documents to higher positions. However, remember that MAP values are measured at 1000 documents, so it is possible that the improvement implies that a document was shift from position 1000 to position 900. Table 4 shows results obtained after applying a ranking refinement via relevance feedback (RRviaRF). As we can observe, for this case it was possible to improve R-prec value, particularly for the case when 2 documents with 10 and 15 documents are considered for the relevance feedback process, which means that more relevant documents are been collocated among the first R retrieved documents. Notice, that results obtained with RRviaRF are slightly better that those obtained with QEviaRF (Table 3 ), indicating that our ranking refinement method is less sensible to the noise contained in documents considered for the relevance feedback process. As general conclusions, when documents for the re-ranking process are blindly selected, better results are achieved when only two documents are considered. Also, it is important to notice that RRviaRF strategy (Table 4) is less sensible to noise introduced by the selection of more terms from more documents than the QEviaRF (Table 3) technique. Besides, even when both strategies achieved a MAP close to 0.25, over a 0.23 from the baseline, RRviaRF is able to put more relevant documents among first positions according to the R-prec values. Tables 5 and 6 show results obtained when documents are manually selected, i.e., an user intervention is considered. As expected, results get higher values under this schema. We notice in both tables that adding more terms from more documents to both QEviaRF and RRviaRF, allows to obtain better performance results than the baseline.
An interesting fact for these manual experiments, is that R-prec values are better for the case of QEviaRF (Table 5 ) than those obtained with RRviaRF (Table 6 ). However, observe that for QEviaRF results adding 15 or 10 terms has no notorious impact on the MAP. Same phenomena occurs when applying RRviaRF, except for the case when 5 documents are considered for the relevance feedback process. Hence, one important question that emerge from these results is: Why there is no improvement if added terms come from true relevant documents? Table 5 . QEviaRF when documents are manually selected As an explanation to the previous question, first we must remember that given the configuration of both strategies, as a previous step to the re-ranking phase, an expanded keyword query is constructed from selecting k terms from n documents. Second, as mentioned in Section 1, IR models are limited by the ability of the user (or an automatic process) to compose an effective keyword query. These facts, plus obtained results, make us think that isolated keyword terms are not sufficient to achieve the best performance in a GIR system since they do not effectively describe implicit information needs contained in geographical queries. Table 6 . RRviaRF when documents are manually selected The general conclusion of these experiments is that, considering the user intervention allows to obtain better performance results; however adding more true relevant elements to the re-ranking strategies seems to have no impact at all, i.e., apparently a maximum level is achieved. Additionally, we confirmed that without any special treatment for geo-terms it is possible to achieve high recall levels ( 90%).
Experiment 2
The main propose of following experiment is to employ more information than only a set of isolated keywords in the re-ranking process. For this, we based on the ideas proposed in the Image Retrieval field [18] , where in order to retrieve images of some particular type, queries are usually formulated through examples (i.e., example images 4 ), which is easier than formulating an effective keyword query. Same as for image retrieval, geographic retrieval also contain many implicit information that is hard to describe with a small query. Hence, the following tables show the results obtained when example documents are given to both reranking strategies, i.e., traditional query expansion, and the proposed method based on a ranking refinement strategy. Table 7 shows results obtained when example documents are blindly selected, whereas in Table 8 example documents are manually selected. Tables compare both QEviaRF considering a query-by-example approach (QEviaRF-QBE) and RRviaRF under the same circumstances (RRviaRF-QBE). Table 7 . QEviaRF-QBE VS RRviaRF-QBE (documents are blindly selected) Notice that when documents are blindly selected (Table 7) , traditional query expansion technique is not able to improve the baseline, however, our proposed ranking refinement strategy obtains better results in two out of three cases (i.e., employing 2 and 5 example documents). Generally speaking our ranking refinement strategy allows better results than the query expansion strategy. However, when documents are selected manually (Table 8) , query expansion strategy obtains better results than our ranking refinement method. As our general conclusion for these experiments, we consider that employing example documents allows generating a more pertinent ranking, since implicit information contained in the original geo-query, is better represented by complete example documents. Obtained results also indicate that if the intervention of some user is considered, only providing 2 example documents is enough to reach acceptable results.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a ranking refinement strategy via relevance feedback. Obtained results showed that: i) our ranking refinement strategy considering a small set of keywords is able to improve the VSM method and also improves the traditional query expansion via relevance feedback technique, and ii) while more information is added to the ranking refinement strategy, a better ordering is provided.
Additionally, our experiments showed that employing full documents as relevance feedback elements (i.e., example documents), our ranking refinement strategy is able to obtain better performance results than those obtained when using a small set of keywords. This fact confirmed that it is possible to become explicit some of the implicit information contained in geographical queries.
Finally, performed experiments considering the user intervention, showed that is possible to reach a high performance results by providing only two example documents. This means that the user is not being overwhelmed in the process of selecting the example documents, since he has to mark very few documents as feedback elements from a small set of top retrieved documents.
As future work, we are planning to evaluate our method on a different data set as well as with a major number of queries, which will allow us to perform some statistical significance tests, in order to confirm the pertinence of the proposed method. Furthermore, we are interested in employing some strategy for selecting from the example documents the essential information, generating with this a more accurate ranking.
